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JUDGE BIOS
JIMMY CARL HARRIS (NONFICTION JUDGE)

jimmy Carl Harris lives to write in Birmingham, Alabama. His fiction has won a number of
writing awards, including four Hackney Literary Awards. His stories have been published in
Appalachian Heritage, The Louisville Review, Confluence, ByLine, and elsewhere in the United
States, Australia, and Ireland. He also teaches writing workshops. Learn more at his webs
http://jimmycarlharris.com
RICHARD HAGUE (POETRY JUDGE)

Richard Hague's mother was a schoolmate of Dean Martin (aka Dino Crocetti) at Steubenville
High School, in the steel and coal country of the Upper Ohio Valley. As a teenager, Hague
fished a lot and the niece of gangster Tito Carinci; he also may have competed in track and
field against a future editor, Larry Smith (Bottom Dog Press). when Smith attended Mingo
High School in Mingo junction, Ohio in the early 60's. Neither man can confirm this. Smith
has, however, published two of Hague's 12 books, Milltown Natural
Essays and Stories From a
Life, which was nominated for a 1998 National Book Award , and Alive in Hard Country , which
was named 2004 Poetry Book of the Year by the Appalachian Writers Association .

PAMELA DUNCAN (FICTION JUDGE)

Pamela Duncan lives in Saxapahaw, North Carolina. She holds a BA in journalism from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and an MA in English/Creative Writing from North
Carolina State University Her first novel. Moon Women was a finalist for 2001 SEBA Book of
the Year. Her second novel. Plant Life, was published in 2003 and won the Sir Walter Raleigh
Award for Fiction, North Carolina's highest honor for a novel. Ms. Duncan is currently working on her third novel. Hurricane Season, and she still works full time at UNC-Chapel Hill in the
School of Public Health's Office of Continuing Education.

TOM SIILVA (ART JUROR)

Tom Silva is a contemporary landscape painter who maintains an artist studio in downtown
lohnson City Tennessee. He received his MFA in painting and printmaking from The Universiof South Dakota. Silva is retired Chair of Art from Tusculum College in Greeneville, TN . His
artwork is collected nationally and internationally Silva states. "I was very impressed with the
3-Dimensional and sculptural work, and the overall quality of work coming out of the students
t East Tennessee State University
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EDITOR'S NOTE
Sometime in late October. when literary entries were nooding my box and spilling out of my file
cabinet. I came to a realization . Audience, I reasoned. might be the most important thing for a person who
creates. The entries crowding my office space might have started out as scribblings in notebooks or diaries.
They might have been set aside for a while, toiled over, revised . yelled at. cursed. or bashfully hidden from
public viewing. But finally. at some point. they were refined and submitted. their creator driven by the desire to
share the beauty of the finished product.

As I see it. the central task of the Mockingbird, this year and always. is to secure an aud ience for the
literary and artistic creations that spring forth from some of ETSU's most innovative and talented students. As
literary editor I have had the privilege of reading many exciting works of poetry fiction. and nonfiction over the
last few months. I will be forever grateful for that opportunity which I now hope to extend to you. the reader.
Enjoy the magazine. and know that in viewing it you become part of the creative process.
Many thanks to those in the English Department who had faith in

my ability to serve as literary

editor for this year's edition. Thanks also to the literary staff. josh. Susan. Allison. Ryan, and Melissa. for the
long evenings with stacks of manuscripts in that tiny meeting room. I also extend

my appreciation to the Art

Department and the design team girls. Amanda, Sarah. and Marie. for making the magazine beautiful. Finally.
special thanks to Dr. Holmes for caring enough (and for allowing me to hold his card table hostage all year
long) .
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Art is and has always been my passion. There is something spiritual in the movement of a line or the way paint nows across a canvas. Art connects with the mind. body. and
soul. whether it be fine arts. literature. or even music; we connect to something that is only
expressed in the form of creativi91. It has been a great privilege to do just that. to create and
publish not only my work. but the work of my fellow students. In creating this year's publication I desired a new look. Everything from the size. texture, and presentation was taken into
consideration. My design team and I worked long days and nights to achieve the best possible solutions that we felt fit this edition of the Mockingbird. Sarah and Marie, thanks for all
the hard work and hours you have poured into this project. girls I could not have done this
without you. Special thanks to God. Heath. Mom. Dad. Miles. the cracks. Katherine Scharm.
Valarie Lyle David Dixon. Wayne Dyer. the English Department and the rest of the Department of Art and Design. May God Bless you all as you continue life's path to whatever the
future may hold.

·
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COFFEE?
BY LINDY RUSSELL

tables and chairs sit.
resting in between the few loyal customers
who return every evening,
drinking their coffee and
making their own kind of history
between sips.
the paintings on the wall
of the small town coffeeshop
watch the slowly blooming petals
of friendship and lust
and sometimes ... sometimes
even love.
a couple in the corner sits upright
leaning forward
the girl talking about her adoption
wondering why she was abandoned
pretending that explains
why her marriage fell apart.
three girls lean back
discussing their own parents
who battle with alcoholism
and family disinterest
just like every other set of parents
that ever came before.
the coffeeshop has seen them all:
the disappointed little girls
who make up for their lack of love
in clothes and make up and boys:
and boys who live as father's disappointment:
son, just be a man .
this is where history is made:
in these moments of inspired thinking,
stir sticks and sugar packets,
pieces of conversation
worth remembering forever-or at least until the coffee's gone.
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enough to see through? The trained eye knows,
for it notices the innocuous blue book sitting
next to a chair. This book might be a bible, or
a dictionary. but it is only such in a perverse
sense. The trained eye glimpses at the title.
shallow[y embossed. glinting off the front cover.
"Alcoholics Anonymous."
The meetings are borderline revivals. all those little blue books being thumped.
Wisdom. stories and laments curl and sour in
the cigarette smoke. Friendships are forged
with first names and carefully selected stories.
Sobriety coins are passed around, 24 hours.
I week. I month. I year. Once an alcoholic,
always one. and there is only congratulations
or encouragement when having "fallen off the
wagon.
"At least you·re here,·· they say, as
another stranger stands up proclaiming his or
her problem and is greeted by the droning,
customary salutation. Monday through Sunday. the serenity prayer resounds through civic
halls, church basements, and school cafeterias.
One day at a time. At least one evening a week
is spent meeting with peers; plus a sponsor
to call and talk to after fights, in boredom, or
when the silence of the house is loud in one's
ears. The whispering from the cabinet though.
echoes over the silence. How many week night
meetings might overcome that whispering, the
alcoholic wonders. How many nights must one
abandon a family with frozen lasagna before the
cap can be twisted off those wretched bottles;
before that ambrosia, fermented in brimstone,
might be poured down the sink, instead of the
throat. The alcoholic ponders.
There are days. momentous ones.
They are not planned nor marked on the calendar. There is no note about it pasted on the
refrigerator, and there is no talk of it among the
younger members of the household. There is
simply the moment when you do hear the cupboard open and you hear the chugging as that
hell is being released down the drain. These are
the days when hope is in sight. The out patient
center is only half a state away. and normality
right around the bend.

ONE DAY AT A TIME
BY SUSAN MONSON

One drowsy spring morning, I sat in
a pew staring at a cedar box. In a moment I
would be standing up and delivering the poem
that I had scrawled out earlier that day. Now
the words withered and crinkled in my fist, already they were smudged and stained with tears.
Then suddenly I was tapped on the shoulder
and pried out of my hiding place by the insistent eyes of the congregation . In my disorientation, I had not noticed that the reverend called
my name. Standing in a moment when even the
silence was hushed, I drew my breath readying myself. In that frozen moment a definition
was culminated . No life or memory ended that
morning (that had happened four days prior)
but a definition that I had toted around for so
m ny years was completed; as my words and
noated up on the drafts of silence and
thoughts
.thrpugh the chapel. That morning I knew what
alcoholism was.
/
There are alcoholics everywhere. They
permeate our culture and evade most notice.
They are in the minivan sitting at the red light.
Theyteach high school athletics. They sing the
lo dest in church on Sundays. They arrange
pot luck brunches for the Rotarian Club. They
lead boy or girl scouts. They bake bread for
their children·s teachers. They are alcoholics.
/walking into a house one would never know;
there is no pervading acidic stench to the tasteffully decorated home. There is nothing broken, and dinner might waft out and invite the
visitor to stay for perhaps a few more minutes.
The cabinets do not whisper of what is hiding
behind their doors and usually it is a seldom
used cupboard, one that does not SQueak when
opened. The bounty behind those doors just
sits there tactily waiting in the back of the
mind. It simply waits, when might the visitor
leave? This is alcoholism. It is a facade, carefully pinned up and tied loosely Where might
this facade. this curtain. become translucent
6

this life like the rest of the world, heartbreak
and labels appended. As much as Alcoholism
is: a disease, a proclitiry a prime time report,
or a guise, it remains only that. Finally looking
past that veneer, I read a poem one rainy spring
morning. and I read it not to the disease or
the stereorypical lush on the street. I read that
poem to my mother about how much I loved
her. Then I sat down again.

Rehab, celebrities and the Betty Ford
clinic leap to mind . There is no such glamour
in out patient treatment centers. there are simdesperate individuals praying for an ordinary
existence. Walking into a rehabilitation center,
one is reminded of a worn out and long forgotten country club. Centers are all the same, differences only arise in how torn and mismatched
the furniture is in the lounge, and how thick the
grate is on the windows. Ping-pong tables and
outside privileges denote the thousands more
that the family spends out of pocket. anything
to make her well again. Group therapy sessions
take place, people actually sitting in a circle and
chanting. Meetings with head doctors where
blame is placed on some nebulous long-winded
complex (because it is never anybody's fault);
then the family all writes letters to dead relatives and angry tirades to "booze" about how
they don't want him in their lives anymore.
This is Alcoholism.
Then of course there are the hospital
visits. For when rehab has apparently failed, and
the former hope has spiraled into near hopelessness. The hospital phase is long and drawn
out. There are usually repeat visits. Luckily or
not, with alcoholism there are often not only
three strikes, but rather. seven. ten, or a dozen.
Blurring diagnoses and jargon about this and
that, laymen's terms perhaps seem more atrocious than the barbed words that spill out from
doctors· tongues, fully five or six syllables long.
Then the outcome will always differ. leaving the
hospital with more warnings and threats, "Don't
do it again, "This is the last time.·· Or leaving the hospital with one less, and not being
able to stop staring at everyone milling around
the lobbies and waiting rooms. as if nothing
had happened, it was just another day. This is
Alcoholism .
It is not just the bum on skid row with his
brown paper bag. Alcoholism is not only a bad
habit of the rich and bored . It drives by every
day. There is an alcoholic in the next checkout
line. It is a friend. lover. mother, father, sister,
brother... Many fail to notice, all of those alcoholics are still people. They persevere through
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eyes, taking in the same sights. sounds. and,
smells. only to interpret each one differently as
it pertained to their personal experience, their
individual perspective.
Alex thought about the smell, which
was difficult to ignore. He knew that Benjamin
smelled it, too, the same way he himself did.
only Benji would say something like. it smells
like rotten pickles ... Maybe it did and maybe
it didn't, Alex thought. Perhaps pickles didn't
even smell anything like this. Maybe pickles
don't even spoil. But it was something Benjamin
knew about (he could eat a whole jar of pickles,
without even twisting up his face, and most of
the time drink the juice, too) . It was familiar
to him, so that"s what he compared it to. Alex
actually would have compared the stench to
something else. Something viler. Something he
probably couldn't even say in front of his baby
brother.
His mind came back to the rain.
Marbles. That"s what Benjamin thought about
marbles and pickles and toys and candy. simple
things. Good things. In his own. more experienced mind, Alex coupled the sound of the
rain with a slightly different and more complex
vision. He saw God standing at the edge of a
cliff, in a place where the clouds broke open to
something beyond the sky. and he was pelting the earth with handful after handful of
tiny pebbles. And when the rain swelled. they
became rocks. But no matter the size, he could
see them, thousands upon thousands, sifting
through God 's fingers like pieces of forgotten
creation, now being added to the earth like a
final touch.
Alex couldn't understand why he saw
this. At the moment he wasn't really sure about
God , because if he existed then hey wouldn't
have brought the rain . Not now. It disconnected
them. kept them from knowing what was going
on outside. It wasn·t raining when they'd started
following the path toward the sewer, but the
atmosphere had been a dull gray and thunder
whispered threateningly somewhere in the next
town over. Alex had suggested going back
home, but Benjamin started pulling on his shirt

THE KEEPER
BY JONATHAN SNELLINGS

The stench was slowly becoming
unbearable. Neither of them had noticed it at
first. being so caught up in the sheer adventure of their exploration. but now it seemed
to permeate the blackness. closing in on them
like a thick but invisible fog. Alex clutched his
younger brother's hand. which at the moment
seemed paralyticsand frightening cadaverous.
Benjamin hadn't moved in more than twenty
minutes, so Alex was relieved to feel the repidly
throbbing rhythm of life beneath his brother's
muddy skin. He wasn't sure at first, thinking the
pulse might have been his own, but after a few
seconds he noticed that there were two distinct rhythms. off-beat, like a ballad and a jazz
groove playing simultaneously
A steady. relentless rain continued to
smack the pavement above their heads until
all outside noises were muffled and eventually
obliterated. Alex had heard a car pass some ten
minutes before-he was now trying desperately
to keep track of the elapsed time in his head.
He thought he'd heard a motor in the distance
approaching. growing louder, overpowering
the rain . And then he heard the tires splash
through a mud puddle. and the roaring faded
and blended into the storm, leaving them alone
again in the darkness. He couldn't understand
why he'd hoped: there was no way anyone could
know they were there. Then, his brother spoke:
It sounds like somebody pouring a
bunch of marbles onto the floor
Benjamin was gazing above them into
the darkness as if he could see every drop coming right at him , and his voice echoed through out the space so loudly that Alex was sure for
a moment that the whole neighborhood could
hear it.
He smiled a little, partly from relief
that Benjamin had spoken again, but also
because of what he'd said . It made him think
of how different they were. How both of them
looked at the world through their own set of
9
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and begging him to stay. Alex knew he'd never
give up, because every time Benji pulled on
anything-a shirt, a jacket, an arm-he kept
at it until he got his way. It was something he'd
started doing as a baby to get attention and
continued to do it once he found it to be successful.
Fine Alex told him . "'But since you're
being a little brat, you get to go first
And he pushed him into the black circle, which
looked ready to swallow them up.
The remaining daylight had been
enough for them to see while they were in the
main entrance, so they played there for a while.
First, they competed to see who could run up
the wall the farthest, measuring it by the wet
shoeprints they left on the concrete. Alex won,
of course, being almost thirteen. Benjamin was
eight. Then they went farther into the sewer,
where it was darker, and played "'chaser:· a
game in which Benji would try to guess where
Alex was standing and find him with the nashlight. Benji would only get one try at a time,
so if he missed then Alex got to pick which TV
show to watch before bedtime. This game didn't
last long usually because Alex would throw a
rock against the other side and cause Benjamin
to shoot his light in that direction. He would
start crying cheater and they'd have to play to
something else.
Alex couldn't think of any more games
so he suggested heading back home. Benjamin
whined, of course, and asked Alex if they could
at least stay until it started raining.
·well, what are we supposed to do,
huh?" Alex asked him.
I don't know, Benji muttered. Hey
let's go back in there He pointed the nashlight
toward an opening about as narrow as a door-

way.
They moved toward the break in
the wall, Alex leading this time. He took the
nashlight from Benjamin's hand and nooded
the blackness with the dull yellow ray. Before
them the two slimy brick walls formed a long
corridor, running parallel for what seemed like
miles. Alex wondered where it went, but Benja

min broke up his thoughts.
"' It's a secret passageway, Ally I bet it
goes ...
'This ain't the Goonies, you little pissant. So forget it! "
But Benjamin had already yelled "race
ya" and had taken off down the long stretch of
darkness. Alex had no choice but to chase him,
so he started jogging, trying to keep the light
steady.
"You have to do it like this!" Benjamin
shouted over his shoulder.
He started running for two or three
seconds in the small flow of water in between
the two step-like structures on both sides of the
wall. Then he would jump up onto the step and
run for a few more seconds, down and up and
down again, splashing carelessly in his cheap
department-store sneakers.
Are you doing it, Ally Alex lied and
told him yes, just to shut him up.
He couldn't be doing this stupid kiddy
stuff anymore, being a seventh-grader. Suddenly
he heard a loud thump, followed by a groan;
later, he would swear He'd heard the gruesome
cracking noises echo down the corridor.
Alex screamed his brother's name,
more out of anger than concern, even after he
heard his crying. He started to jerk him up, but
that only made Benjamin scream. He realized
that his brother was really hurt, and he could
feel the blood pulsating violently at his temples.
I don't think I can carry you. Benji,
he said, kneeling down in the mud and slime
beside him.
He tried once more, putting one arm
behind Benjamin's knees and the other behind
his neck. Benjamin sQuealed and Alex let him
back down gently "It doesn't matter, anyway.
You're too heavy I'm just not able." Alex told
him to try and sit up on the step against the
wall. Benjamin struggled, moaning, so Alex
helped him up. He told him he would try to get
help, but Benjamin immediately started crying
again, asking Alex not to leave him in the dark.
Here he told him. "Keep this light
with you, and I'll- "
10

"No, no, Al!}'. Don't, please!" Alex felt
the small tugging on his shirt. "You can't leave
me, Al!}'."
So here they were, sitting alone in the
dark tunnel and waiting for the rain to stop. It
turned out that Benjamin had hit his rib cage on
the corner of the step and had somehow cut the
side of his head. There was a knot on it-one
their mother would have called softball-sized ,
though it was more like a golf ball. Alex banged
his head against the wall in self-disgust for not
telling their mother where they were going.
Benji said nothing more after his marble analOgJ', so Alex was left virtual!}' alone in the eerie
silence. He tried not to move much, hoping
to keep Benjamin from crying. As much as he
wanted some kind of noise other than the rain,
the last thing he wanted to hear was that piercing sQueal that Benjamin was capable of. He
looked up and tried to imagine the marbles, but
he couldn't. He did, however, see tiny pieces of
Halloween candy.
Alex had gone as a Transformer that
year, 1989. His favorite cartoon was Thundercats and he'd have given to have been Lion-0,
but the man at the Dollar Store said they didn't
carry costumes like that. In desperate need of a
cigarette, Alex·s mother, Gina, wanted to hurry
and find a costume so they could go outside.
They were standing on opposite sides of the
rack, and Alex was looking cautious!}' through
cat costumes, devil outfits, and maid uniforms.
His heart skipped a beat when he saw a tag with
the Batman symbol on it, but when he pulled it
out he saw not a black, muscular costume with
a long cape but a blue and gray one from the
Adam West era. Disappointed, he looked down
at the floor, noticing his mother's pink toenails
beneath the other costumes.
"Look, Al!}'-baby," she said. "It's one
of those .. .oh, you know, what are those damn
things you like so much? You 're always singing
that stupid song!"
Alex was confused. and his mother
looked over at the clerk, hoping to find some
sort of answer.
"He's always singing the theme song
in this grunting voice. Sounds like his little

brother used to when we'd find him in a corner,
shittin' in his diapers."
The man rolled his eyes and turned
away, clear!}' disgusted.
"Transformers!" Alex yelled.
"Yeah, that's it," she confirmed, as
though she'd known it all along.
He ran around the rack, excited and
expecting to find metal arms that he could put
over his own, and legs. and a cool mask just
like in the cartoon . Instead his mother handed
him this plastic wrap-around thing that smelled
like new shoes. She told him to try it on while
she went outside to make a call. The clerk,
having two children of his own, offered to help
Alex, and he looked angri!}' out the window at
the woman who was nowhere near a phone. She
was digging through her purse, pulling out a
romance novel, a Ziploc bag full of Prozac, a
book of matches from the Omelet Shoppe truck
stop. Final!}'. she lit a cigarette and closed her
eyes as if the nicotine were some sort of soothing medicine.
During the afternoon of Halloween,
Alex went around singing the theme song over
and over.
"Robots seen behind," he grunted in
his own key.
His uncle Raymond, then seventeen,
was passing through, and he stopped to examine Alex's costume.
"What did you say? Did you say 'Robots seen behind'?" Alex looked confused and
embarrassed.
"It's 'Robots in disguise· you little
dumbass!" He pulled Alex's plastic mask out
like a slingshot, let it snap back against his face.
and walked out into the yard . Alex stood by the
screen door and tried his best not to cry.
Benjamin was a pumpkin that year,
perfect for him because he'd always been so
chubby. By the time they'd made it a fourth of
the way around the neighborhood, Alex noticed
that Benjamin 's pillowcase was almost filled
with candy. He couldn't understand it.
Benji didn 't even have a theme song! Alex tried
to turn around and tell his mother
11

about the unfairness. but she was busy smoking and gossiping with Marla, a lady from the
neighborhood who never bothered to wear
shoes. Before he could even think. Alex felt his
body moving toward three-year-old Benji, who
was waddling along the side of the road and
looking for a piece of candy. By the time he
pushed his brother into the gravels. Alex wasn't
even thinking anymore. Benjamin stumbled and
slid through the rocks, his pillowcase regurgi tating almost all of its contents. Nearly every
piece of Benji's candy fell between the cracks
of the cage-like sewer lid. After five licks with
his mother's belt, Alex was forced to give all his
candy to the chubby. red-faced pumpkin.
Alex looked down at his brother, and
he could see the giant knot even through the
darkness. Benjamin was shivering and Alex
noticed that the looked asleep. Then. his heart
raced.
"Benji. don't close your eyes!" he
whispered. The reverberation off the sewer walls
made it sound like a shout. Benjamin's eyes
snapped open. and he struggled to keep them
that way.
"You're gonna be okay, " Alex told him .
"Just try not to-"
"Close your eyes!"
'Why?"
"Because it's the rules. Now close ·em.
And count to . .. twenty
They were playing hide-and-seek, and
it was sometime before the following Halloween . Alex wasn't sure really because when their
father left it didn't occur to him what had happened until several weeks later. He could hear
them arguing through the open window, and,
like he'd often done when they were making too
much noise during sex. Alex tried to distract
Benji the best he could.
Their parents wrapped up the argument on the front porch. and by that time the
boys had finished their game. They were in the
front yard now. trying to find something else to
do so they wouldn't appear to be eavesdropping. Benjamin picked up a stick. and said,
"Hey. Ally look! It's a boomewangl "

The stick was slightly curved . so Alex could see
why he'd think of it as a boomerang. Benjamin
hurled the stick through the air, and it flew end
over end. seemingly in slow motion: he grinned
in awe as he watched it.
Unfortunate it only looked like a
boomerang. so it didn't come back. The stick
thumped against the rear of the car, and Alex
and Benjamin both froze in horror. Alex wanted
to take the blame. because he could also take
the whipping much better. but their father had
been watching. He left shortly after, merely waving as he drove off. Alex saw the mascara running down his mother's cheeks, and she turned
and went into the house.
Ally did Daddy leave because I hit his
car with that stick? Cause I didn't mean to, Ally
I promise."
"Shut up. Benji! That's not why he left.
Couldn't be."
Their mother had taken them to church
a lot after that. Or rather, she'd sent them . They
were both too young to have to stay in "adult"
church. so they went back to children's classes.
Benjamin cried the first few times, because the
age divisions separated him from Alex. Eventually they managed to get him to go with the
other four-year-olds by persuading him with
toys. Alex loved his teacher, Miss Lou Ellen,
because she smelled good and she knew a lot
about the Bible as well. One particular lesson
had remained with Alex over the years-mostly
because it was the one Miss Lou Ellen had never
explained very well- and as he sat huddled
beneath the neighborhood streets with his little
brother beside him , crying and bleeding, he
wondered about it. It was from Genesis, when
Cain killed Abel. and God asked him where his
brother was. Cain answered harshly "Am I my
brother's keeper?" Miss Lou Ellen mentioned
something about Cain's guilt. but Alex thought
there was something more to it.
The rain had nearly stopped and Alex's
hope returned . He imagined the sun. a brilliant
orange in the evening sky. and he could see
the darkness above his head opening. not into
heaven this time, but simply into the world.
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He thought about a pair of arms reaching down
into the darkness. like in that story Mr. Craig
had just finished reading them at school. 'The
Pit and the Pendulum" by Medgar somebody.
He knew the rough hands. the arms brown and
leathery from eight-hour days in the hot sun .
They belonged to his father. Then he heard a
voice:
"Alex.·· it said .
Was it his father's too?
"Alex!"
No. he knew that voice, but it didn 't
belong to the man who used to tell him goodnight with beer-breath and kiss him with his
sandpaper chin. A nashlight shone into the dark
crevice.
"Dammit, Alex! What the hell are you
doing?" It was his uncle Raymond. "Scottie told
me he saw you little twerps coming this way
while he was out back spray-paintin' his car.
Why are you just sittin' there for?"
"It's Benji. He's hurt.··
"What about you?'"
"No. I'm okay. He fell. and I think it's
pretty bad. "
"All right. damn . Get his legs and let's
pick him up. Easy now."
Together, they carried Benjamin out of
the darkness and took him to the hospital.

***
Later that night. Alex sat quietly next
to his brother's hospital bed. listening to the
cacophony of all the medical machines. the
constant ringing of telephones. and the hurried
patter of footsteps outside in the hallway. His
mother stood on the other side of the bed. staring down at Benji as he slept. He could tell she
wanted to reach down and touch his hair, but
she was afraid she might hurt him more.
"I should've been watchingyou boys
or keeping up with you or something. And what
about Raymond. huh? Where the hell was he?"
"It's okay. Mom." Alex told her.
"Everything's gonna be all right. I'm okay. and
Benji will be fine in a week or so."
"You think so?'" she asked .
"'Yeah ... Alex assured her. "You heard
the doctor. He just needs to rest real good ."

"I guess. But I just feel like it's all my
fault. Of course, ify'all would've asked me if
you could go play in that shit I would"ve said
no! You know that."
"I know. I know. " he said, trying to
keep her Quiet. "Hey. why don't you go down
and get something from the vending machines
or something."
"Yeah," she agreed. 'That's sounds really good. Oh. wait! I gotta call Marla. Told her
I'd let her know how everything is."
After she managed to get a line out.
she began filling Marla in on all the details.
Somehow the story had become so embellished
that Alex forgot for a minute that she was talking about them . She told the truth about what
the doctor had said. probab[y just wanting to
use big words in front of Marla, who dropped
out in the ninth grade.
"Yeah. it's multiple rib fractures . Slight
concussion. couple of lacerations." Then she
sudden;y became herself again;
"Yeah. and he's got a knot on the side
of his head. too. Uh-huh. it's bigger'n shit. Like
a baseball." She smoked her Kentucky's Best
and kept saying. "I know. I can 't believe it!"
every few minutes.
She final[}' managed to get off the
phone by mouthing to Alex to yell.
"Hey, Mom! Let's hurry and go. I'm
really hungry!" She always did this to get out of
things. usual!}' to get one of her boyfriends to
leave or to have a reason not to go to someone's house. Alex was reluctant at first. because
he liked Marla. and when he would fake sick or
start whining. all his mother's "friends·· would
act mad at him. They never knew that it was her
all the time. He finally agreed. and his mother
went toward the door.
"You coming with?" she asked him .
"Nah." he said. "You go ahead. I'm just
gonna stay here ...
"Oh, okay, " she said . "You want anything?"
"No, thanks. " he told her, knowing she
probably only had enough change for herself
anyway.
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She disappeared from the doorway and
Alex could hear her walking until she reached
the elevator, her flip-flops living up to their
name as they smacked against her heels, onetwo. one-two, one-two. Normally she would
have to ask Alex how to get to places, What's
that street name again? or Which floor is it on ,
honey? But there were two places where she
would never have to ask for directions. One was
the county court house because she went
every two or three months over back child
support. The other was the hospital. this very
same hospital. Oakwood Medical Center, Alex's
second home.
Between the ages of two and eleven,
Alex had managed to cut himself in some way.
on average of once ayear, totaling 73 stitches.
Somehow Benji had avoided the hospital his
whole life until now. Even when Alex got injured
he would stay with Raymond or one of the
neighbors. The only other time Benji had seen
the inside of a hospital was on a night he wasn't
capable of remembering.
Alex had sat in the lobby the night of
Benji 's birth, looking around at all the people
who were scattered throughout the room . It
was after one in the morning. and they way
they were all sprawled lethargically across their
chairs made him think of the lions he'd seen at
the zoo on his kindergarten field trip that year.
There were mostly families waiting that
night, or parts of families. A father and two
children, a missing mother. A grandmother but
no grandfather. Alex knew they were all back
there somewhere, behind the large wooden
doors. His own family sat across from him: his
grandmother thumbing through a magazine, his
aunt Dawn dozing against the window using her
coat for a pillow. Alex remembered something
about his father having to work late. Uncle
Raymond was there though. his headphones
permanently attached to his ear. Alex knew his
mother was back there too, and he kept hoping
they would call for them soon.
The man sitting next to him wasn't part
of the family but for some reason he began telling Alex about his wife, who was in surgery.
"I don't know what happened," he

said. "One day she was fine. Perfect. Next day.
wham!" He clapped his hands together and the
loud noise caused some of the others to move
around. Then the man leaned his head against
the wall and stared into the fluorescent lighting.
Alex noticed little speckles of hair on his neck
and face. Sandpaper.
A nurse finally came through an d
called them back. Everyone seemed awake and
excited as she led them to the room.
"Y'all just go right on in and see her.
Tell her if she needs anything just to buzz. "
Alex's grandmother and aunt rushed
over to the bedside to get a look at the new
baby. Raymond sat down immediately and
turned up his music. Alex approached the bed
coutiously not knowing if he was supposed to
be Quiet. There were metal bars on the sides of
his mother's bed like some sort of cage.
"Where is he?" his mother asked. Ally
baby. Come here and look at your new baby
brother. "
Alex moved closer and put his hands
on the silver bars. peeking through them at the
small creature that lay in his mother's arms.
"This is Benjamin," she said. "Say 'hi'
Benjamin ." She waved his tiny arm at Alex.
"You wanna hold him?"
"Oh, Gina! " Alex's grandmother said.
"He can't hold a newborn. Stop being silly
You'll scare the boy. anyway."
"Can I touch him?" Alex asked timidly
"Sure," his mother answered.
He extended his arm between the bars
and touched the side of Benjamin's face. He
was surprised how soft the skin was beneath his
fingertips .
"He's pretty. Mama, Alex whispered.
Raymond was now standing between
his mother and other sister, so he'd heard what
Alex said.
"What? Pretty? He looks like a little
turd, Ally
"He does not! " Dawn screamed, and
elbowed him.
"Yeah he does! Look at him. How dark
his skin and hair is, " Raymond said. "And don't
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push me, you bitch!" he said , and he pushed
her back.
"Stop it!" their mother y elled . "Your
sister's just had a baby and you all are not
gonna fight in this room! You hear me?"
They kept at each other anyway, and
Alex thought they might get out of control. as
they usually did; even though they were brother
and sister they fought like two boys.
"Quit it! " he yelled at them "You're
gonna hurt him . Stop!" He shoved his uncle
Raymond into the wall. and then his grandmother told everybody to get out. including Alex.
"But they were gonna hurt Benjamin, Grandma ,"
he pleaded , but she made him go back to the
lobby anyway.
"Can you believe they was out of Snickers?" Alex's mother asked as she came back into
the room . "All they had was this Hershey shit.
Ain 't nothing but pure chocolate."
Alex said nothing and focused again on
Benji. He looked so helpless. Their mother sat
down in the chair on the other side of the room,
and started opening her candy bar.
"What show you gonna watch tonight
Ally They's a TV right there beside the bed.
Mr. Ed, I bet."
"Nah, I'm not gonna watch one tonight. "
"Well. all right, " she said as she
grabbed the remote.
Alex knew he'd finally found what Miss
Lou Ellen never talked about. He answered the
Question in his mind. For as long as I live, he
thought. and he looked across the room at his
mother as she tore off a piece of chocolate and
continued to flip through the channels.
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"AFFAIRES D'AMOUR"
(LOVE AFFAIR<WITH MY CLOSET>)
BY NINA WILLIAMSON
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The powdery, light edge of lavender lace tickles bare legs- fading skyward
into the creamy white background of violet, floral-embossed cotton. Ginger
brown human wrapping paper peaks from the straps, the skirt, the neckline.
Dancing, intertwined, reflections of crystal-strapped buckles of the stiletto
sandals with bejeweled chocker and bracelet, polished Sunday manicure .
Jewels etched on a canvas or a Roman statue. A printed golden scarf
wrapped hippie-like, rebellious or powerful in the geometric line across the
forehead . Preppy elegance with a dash of abnormality creating persona at
the morning service. During brunch . Downtown bistro. Sipping mocha-lattecappa-frappachino. Head held high for the audience of cooing babies and
unclean, homeless men. Harry Connick notes crashing in my brain by a
waterfall of deliverance from chaos. Loving my appearance, thinking of my
closet. Thinking of my closet, remembering Plath and Flaubert sprawled on a
bookshelf. Remembering Plath, recalling jasmine candles and college friend
Janey's original painting over a lamp. Recalling jasmine and Janey,
conceiving his arrival in my bedroom . Conceiving his arrival, envisioning our
marriage of artsy\ political discussion; broken hearts and screaming two
doors down from cooing baby number one; models of salvation . Envisioning
art and tears and babies, imagining conviction in the velvet pew. Imagining
conviction , seeing Jesus in all of his more-than-Sunday-morning and
bloodied glory, asking me to give up expensive frappamochas and die. I
won·t. And I'll die anyway.
Glassed-in sunlight falls golden around my sundress and I stroke the fabric
like an ex-lover that has stirred in me the memories.
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of disease. I pass the caged area of Tool and
Die, its myriad machines and gadgets a small
jungle of mystery and hazard. a perpetual
promise of potential harm. A little further. on
the opposite side. stands the supervisor's office.
Built of white sheet plastic and heavi[y tinted
glass. it reminds us that we are covertly but no
less certainly watched. The scores of florescent
lights overhead are helpless against the unexplained. tomb -like atmosphere that pervades
the entire place.
Seven rows of fluting machines, and
several comparators. tables. and microscopes
make up the Fluting Department. The machines
are numbered One through Thirty-three. my
own territory being Twenty-seven to Thirty-one,
inclusive. This department and the surrounding
areas are rank with the flat. unpleasant petroleum smell of Mobil met Alpha, the oil used as a
coolant during the fluting process. It mists and
spits , covering the floor and every object and
person in its path .
Between each row of machines runs
a black rubber mat. intended to act as a shock
absorber between floor and moving feet. its
success abridged by the fact that many shoes
have worn down the rubber in the most crucial spots. The mats. too. receive their share
of the stealthy oil showers, which hasten their
wear and . naturally rob us of some of the friction necessary to the walking reQuired for the
job. A safety rug rests at either end of each
mat. Adorned with pictures and advice such as
Know where your fire extinguishers are! It's
always time for safety!", and Watch your step!",
the rugs. replaced once a month. become oi lsoaked after two days, creating their own slipor trip-and-fall hazards.
Metal boxes of a contemptible turQuoise house the fluting machines; they sit on
hip-level. once-white tables. Inside the encasement, a dirty plastic curtain hung from the top
and fastened with chip-clips hides much of the
actual machine. Each machine is eQuipped with
two detached collets, the narrow.
cylindrical steel tools that push the needlelike endodontic instruments inside. where one

IT'S A L IVING?
BY LORIANN MANIS

I work at an endodontics manufacturing plant. Every weekday, and occasionally on
Saturday, 2:55pm finds me passing through the
glass doors of this painfully nondescript building. remarkable only for its clumsy. sprawling
architecture. A large red sign warns me that
ALCOHOL. DRUGS. AND FIREARMS are
PROH IBITED. adding redundantly that these
items are NOT ALLOWED ON the PROPERTY.
The vehemence of this message seems to imply
that we employees have an unusually strong
or desire to drink alcohol . abuse drugs.
and avail ourselves of the Quickest, most simple
means to homicide. or suicide. A smaller sign
above my head advises that No Photographic
Devices are Allowed. My eye. for some unfathomable reason. always automatically changes
"Photographic to
and has to
look again . An acrid. unidentified odor lingers
in the entry. hurrying my progress through the
second set of glass doors. Perhaps it is the
scent of despair.
On my right side stands the door to
the crowded. noisy break room ; to my left.
a path leads to the unknown regions of the
front offices. I open yet another set of doors
and find my time card among the many in the
metal holder. It looks like a credit card . and is
swiped in the new electronic time clock, proving that I'm there on time. but not too early
Heavy steel doors mark the entrance to
the production area called "Roughing". warning
with another sign that Doors swing open and
that I should proceed with "CAUTION! The
Ladies· Room I enter, turning right, is divided
into six individual water closets; four on one
side, two on the other. of a narrow strip of
hallway. Each closet contains a toilet. a sink.
and two signs explaining the proper disposal
of sanitary napkins. At the sound of the 3:00
buzzer. an angry. stentorian command . I exit
the Ladies· Room and wa lk toward the Fluting
Department. eyeing the grin"!}', mottled cement
floor. It is the color of nothingness. the texture
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large-boned solidity as definite as granite. Benign. bird -like Glenda. who operates the other
four machines in the row. works steadil)'. if not
speedil)'. and counts the hours until she will see
her grandchildren again . In the space between
Twenty-seven and Twenry-eight. I glimpse Dee
Dee, working in the next row. She has ayoung
face with old eyes that have looked upon naked
tragedy and stored it within their azure depths.
At some point. the products we produce become ourselves. or perhaps vice versa.
The nickel titanium instruments. about two
inches long. vary in sizes from barel), thicker
than a hair to almost as large as a four-penny
nail. They are covered with a coarse black dust
from the preceding department. which. when
combined with the oil , produces a horrid gritty
slime on my hands. made bearable by long
familiarity Fluted. the instruments resemble
miniature drill bits. and are used primaril), to
withdraw the pulp from the root of a bad tooth.
during root-canal surgery.
I move in a well-worn circle (always
clockwise, as I see no need to tempt the Fates
unnecessaril),). fluting one instrument at a
time. adjusting my rhythm to the surrounding
noise. or to the song in my head. As a child. I
thought that time could never move so slowl),
as it did during a sermon in church. I was
mistaken . I've found it'sbest not to look very
often at the clock on the wal I. as this results in
disappointment more often than not.
So. is the sum and total of this place
onl), gloom and danger, monotony and indigdrudgery and filth? No. there is redemption. and it is this: at 11 :00pm. we leave. We
crowd through the front doors. tossing cheery
good-byes and inside jokes to one another. and
there is laughter, always laughter. Although we
know we'll be returning soon. still we have this
helium exultation, this laughter that is prayer
and hosanna. for. had our spirits not suffered a
little Death, could we know. in the special way
that people like us do know. the rapture of real.
warm -blooded Life?

end is carved into spirals by a sinister grinding
wheel. The spare col let hangs on the outside of
the encasement. slowl), dripping oil , creating
corpulent. jaundiced tears.
The grinding wheel. flat and cementcolored. spins at such a high speed that it
appears motionless. Its edge. sharpened with a
diamond. can slice off a finger before a person
realizes she has touched it. Two thick streams
of caramel -colored Mobilmet Alpha flow onto
the instrument and prevent burning from the
extreme friction . To the left of each machine
lies a fresh stack of paper towels. absurdl),
beautiful in their white cleanness. until the first
oil-coated instrument is dropped onto the top
towel. insulting its puriry with a urine-like stain .
Walls of noise are erected on every
side as the shift begins in earnest. The flute
machines begin their business with a spit and a
sigh. as if they are as weary of. and as frustrated
with. the task as I am . All thirry-three together
produce a cacophony of saw-like grinding and
metallic knocks. From another department
comes a steady chumpa-thump. like an off-balance washing machine. Amid this noise float
several voices. almost shouting to be heard
above the mechanical din. Surel), the words
change every day. though they seem not to.
"Don't run n'more on Twenry-nine; I
have to get Craig to look at it. "
"Do you know what that little devil of a
Katie said to me today? She said,
'Grandma ... ...

"May I have your attention. please!
Would everyone please wish Teresa lones a
very Happy Birthday yesterday. Happy Birthday
Teresa!"
.. . he stopped lovin' her todaaay . . .
they placed a wreath upon his doooor. ....
... fat-ass. lazy bitch just didn't want
to fix it before she left. ..
"Hello. my little friend ."
Frank. earthy Candy. who is Monitor
for my machines. moves up and down the aisle.
retrieving fluted instruments to inspect. making
sure both operator and machinery are performing,satisfactoril),. Her cheeks are pink with
good health and wholesomeness. her
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ALL THAT SHIMMERS
BY ROBERT PROWSE

Part One

Stephen

When do the cute little nuances of a
person become unbearable? At what exact moment do someone's adorable eccentricities turn
into their obnoxious habits? Superstition into
childishness? Quirk into flaw?
Stephen sat turning these Questions
over in his mind while watching lessica bend
and contort her drinking straw into that stupid
flower that she always made.
"It's for you, m'dear," she beamed at
Stephen .
Is this my fault, he wondered . Did I
cause this to go sour with my impatient nature
or would anyone become tired of straw flowers
and creamer-pack pyramids? It must just be me;
most people enjoy shows of affection, reminders of devotion.
But she has had trouble with relationships in the past and it's never her fault. Of
course, I only catch her side of it. I never hear
her exes explain how her endless curiosity and
ceaseless Questioning grate after a short time.
How at first it is cute and you are amazed by
her lack of cynicism, her open nature.
'Why do creamers come in such small
packets anyway, honey? People always use more
than one. Always."
So that you can build your stupid fucking towers! To make you ask Questions! How in
the hell should I know that lessica? Why do you
have to Question every little thing? You are like
a four year old!
He wanted to scream at her and smack
the creamer from her hand . lust one explosion
would ease what had been building for the past
several months. But he also knew what one
explosion would bring.
"I just don't know less," Stephen
sighed and wished that the food would be
brought out faster. How do you tell someone
that a- maybe the- fundamental part of their

personality is impossible to endure? How do
you answer someone's tears with, "Because of
the way you are, because of who you are."
"- the food Steve?"
"Uh ... huh? Sorry."
"I said, where is our food, why is it not
here yet?"
"I don't know, less," Stephen sighed ,
carefully concealing the contempt that was
growing within .

***
Stephen kept the first flower she ever
made him. He kept it inside a small wooden box
of keepsakes which he in turn kept underneath
his socks in his dresser, almost fearfully as
though it would be incriminating for someone
to find that he kept memories like everyone
else, that he could feel like them. Like he had
to keep his box of images and moments allowed
to permeate his protective wall of indifference,
his box of betrayals, locked away from sight. If
it were common knowledge that this man could
feel. who's to say what might happen? If he let
out the fact that he could be vulnerable, that
he could be damaged, who knew what types of
tricks the world would play on him? Stephen
kept his box out of sight.
The flower lay dry now of course, but
Stephen could always see the rivulets of water
running down its multicolored stem and onto
her fingers as she shyly presented it to him .
He could always feel the cold moisture and
warmth of her hand when he touched it. That
first flower, given as a thank you, never failed
to instantly and vividly bring that night back
to Stephen. Even though this red, white, and
blue plastic memento appeared identical to the
hundreds of others that she made, it came with
special memories and feelings. Like a first kiss,
like a first cigarette, this one came with baggage.
lessica made that flower the night he
met her. Stephen saw her balancing on the
ornate fountain outside the cafe he sometimes
went to study when his roommate became too
obnoxious. How odd, he thought, who plays on
fountains in the middle of the street at two in
the morning? She must be drunk. He watched
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for a moment more, musing at her twisting. teetering form before looking back to his studies.
For reasons that Stephen will never understand,
he glanced right back to her. Perhaps caught by
her perilous dance, maybe mystified by her very
presence, whatever the reason , he looked up
just in time to see her topple into the fountain .
One of her chaotic twirlings took her too far
off balance and sent her flailing into the dark
water. Stephen stared at her feet dangling over
the concrete side for a moment before looking
around the small room to see if anyone else had
seen her. He swung his head around the small
to find that he was alone. No wonder the
level in his coffee cup received such vigilant
attention. He stood and went into the street to
see if this girl had knocked herself unconscious.

***
Stephen hated the music. Sappy and
sweet, it came to him like humming bird food
to a diabetic in insulin shock. Love song after
love song. Confession of undying devotion after
articulated contrast to his own failings. these
songs assailed him all day long. Trapped behind
his desk, he could not escape their range.
Stephen sat in the computer lab for
fifteen hours a week and watched all the other
students. strangely enough . Stephen thought,
this counted as work as far as the university was
concerned. '"Computer Lab Judicator is the title
that he held. Stephen did not actually know the
extent of his duties. but sitting at the desk and
making sure that none of the students watched
porn or poured drinks into the machines
seemed to be enough .
Whitney Houston discreetly poured her
soul out of the thirteen inch speakers integrated
into the ceiling tiles. Most people probably
ignored it or counted it as white noise, but Stephen could not. Each time a heartfelt admission
of love rendered in melody seeped from above.
he could ignore them less and less well. They
mocked him and stabbed at his heart.
Stephen felt. in the company of all this
loving success. like a luckless man in room of
lottery winners. '" God damn it Stephen said to
himself as he got up from his station and walked
out of the room .

Outside, he lighted himself a cigarette
and leaned against the rough brick wall. In the
cold, his exhaled breath mixed with the exhaled
cigarette smoke, forming large white clouds in
the night. He wondered where the difference
between the cancerous. poison smoke and his
own benign breath began . He wondered if there
was one.
You can't do this to her, she does not
deserve it. Yeah, granted she is childlike and
starting to bother you more often, but she is
also the only person in the world that understands you. She is still the one that can tell if
you are having a shitty day just from the first
three words in a conversation .
'What is wrong, Steve?" lessica asked,
narrowing her eyes, cocking her head to the
side and proving Stephen's point.
'" Nothing, I'm just worried about that
damned final. Stephen lied.
Her eyes remained narrow, scrutinizing, but she accepted his answer.
I'm sure you did fine
Supportive. 'There is no Question that
she believes in you, Steve,'" Stephen reminded
himself, almost in a scolding manner. '" You can
not simply leave her, cut her loose, you can not
abandon her because you are easily annoyed .
This will pass and you will begin to see her as
light hearted instead of immature again
But what if it does not? What if you
are simply allowing this to be more bitter by
prolonging the inevitable, what if you are just
hurting her more deep by not leaving her?
Can you risk that? Are you even thinking of her,
or are you just afraid of being alone again?"
Stephen had no answers. All he knew for certain
was that he loved her, annoyance or no. She still
shone through as his partner, his backup, his
friend .
He took jessica·s hand in his, looked
her in the eye and prepared to apologize for
being progressively more rude and aloof for
the past couple of months. He steeled himself
against the explanation necessary.
Stephen opened his mouth to begin by
telling her that he loved her, maybe by stealing
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a line or two from one of the songs forced upon
him at work, but before he could say anything at
all. she spoke.
She did not have her usual flighty tone,
focused and clear, she clipped her words and
kept her gaze steady with his.
"Stephen, we need to talk."

He just says "I just don't know. less"
and continues to look past me.
This silence is so much louder than any
screaming we could do. We have been in this
crummy little dive that he loves so much for fifteen minutes and he has hardly spoken. I never
knew fifteen minutes could actually be so long.
'What do you think happened with the
food, Steve?" I ask him, trying to get him to
talk. I would even settle for one of his unnecessary explanations even. I can hear it.
Well, less they are pretty busy tonight
and really we didn't order too long ago. Maybe
they are short handed or they could have some
new people back there, you just gotta be patient. dear.
He just makes me repeat myself and
then tells me, in an annoyed voice, that he does
not know.
I wish the food would get here Quicker.

Part Two - lessica
It's sweet like honey. It's intoxicating
like alcohol. It's addictive like heroin. It's that
feeling that comes with being important to
someone; the feeling that you are worth someone else's thoughts, worth their time, worth
their love. Sometimes it's so strong that you can
overlook things you dislike in someone, things
that they do that annoy you . Sometimes it's the
main thingyou love about someone is that they
love you.
I can feel it slipping away. I can feel it
leaving. Stephen does not care for me the same
way he used to and I don't know why. Right
now he is staring at or through me with a fine
mixture of annoyance and confusion on his face.
I am making a stupid straw flower again. I always make them when I get nervous or uncomfortable. Most of the time I don 't even realize
I am doing it; it's just something to keep me
busy. Stephen looked so happy when I gave him
that first one. He said he felt lucky. Maybe I
can recapture that moment. that feeling. his
feelings .
"It's for you m'dear."
I tell him this while holding the fruit
of my nervous habit out to him. I always thought
that this nervousness, this fear of failure would
pass. I thought that eventually I would be comfortable enough around him to the point that I
would be able to stop being so afraid of screwing up.
I ask Stephen why creamers come in
such small packages because I want him to
laugh at my curiousitylike he used to, maybe
playful be huffy and tell me that I ask too
many Questions, that I should learn to let things
be. At least then I wouldn't feel like I bored him
so.

***
There are some moments in which you
can feel. almost touch the shift in your relationship with someone. That moment when your
eyes meet and linger too long or when silence
becomes more meaningful than small talk, the
epiphany moment when you realize that you can
tell the difference between this person's types of
smiles.
Smiles aren't absolute. A smile doesn't
always mean happiness. I never get Stephen·s
happy smile anymore. He always shows me the
smile that doesn·t touch his eyes. The smile that
says indulgence and not amusement. like the
smile that you give to a child that you are trying
to appease, that you are trying to make shut up.
I always get his small. tight, almost condescending smile. I do something silly to try and make
him smile. He smiles because he knows that I
want him to. It's just not the same. He seemed
so happy at first. Everything that I did amused
him, even falling in the fountain I think.
I'll never forget his head poking into my line of
vision, blocking out the night's silver eye.
"Are you drunk?" he asked.
At the time I thought it was hilarious,
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I thought he was being clever and that was his
way of asking if I was alright.
Now I know better. Now I know that he on
wanted to know just how much of an inconvenience I would be.
I didn't really want to be helped out. I felt percontented to be lying in the cool shallow
water and devouring the night with my eyes.
beauty bled and screamed from every
corner of the night. There were no clouds and
the moon shone so brilliantly that the night air
seemed to be luminescent. The water under and
around me softly gurgled and played with my
hair; it danced and swayed with me.
Stephen's head silent replaced the
moon and its ghostly light appeared to give him
a halo. His blue eyes glinted in the moonlight
and he uttered those first three magic words to
me,
"Are you drunk?"
Three little words, and looking back
now, three impersonal, uncaring words, but they
hooked me. I acQuiesced and let Stephen pull me
away from my dance partner and into the night.
His hand taking mine seemed like a good enough
reason to get up from my vantage point. It felt
right, he felt right; he made sense at a time in my
life when few things did.
He let me borrow his jacket. I told him
that it would get wet if I wore it and he pointed
out that I would get dry. I was slain. Those small
acts of kindness, real acts of caring won me over
that very first night.
Stephen bought me a cup of coffee.
I made him a flower.

***
I can feel it building, like a gathering
storm on the horizon. I can almost make out the
forms of clouds rolling and writhing themselves
into some huge and terrifying titan . I can nearly
hear the thunder, feel it rumbling in my chest.
I like the rain. I like to feel it slide down my
skull onto my shoulders, down my back and on
earthward. I imagine it washing away my doubts
and fears, imagine my problems sliding down
with the water. I see little capsules of worry fallirig from the tips of my hair and smashing to bits

on the ground. The rain is refreshing. The rain is
rejuvenating. After a good rain, if I let the water
soak through me, I can start fresh, I can face the
world new.
I like the rain.
Stephen likes umbrellas.
Storms, like everything, have two sides.
Storms are a terrifying display of nature·s power.
The vastness of the sky turns dark with clouds,
packets of water come screaming down at you,
winds tear at the world around. The only light to
break the bleak expanse of sky are searing flashes
of blinding electricity followed by the booming
voice of God. Storms are frightfully powerful,
but awe insirpingly beautiful at the same time.
The rain washes clean and nurtures life. I fear the
coming storm but I welcome it all the same.
Stephen and I are going out tonight. He
is going to ignore me. He will act like he has to
take me out, like it's obligatory to spend time
with me. I have been dealing with his cold confusion for almost two months now. Tonight I will
bring the storm to a head. I will force him to deal
with whatever it is. I know that he needs me, but
I Question how much he still loves me. I refuse
to be needed without being loved. If Stephen·s
problems with me dig at him so deeply that he
cannot even look on me with love anymore, we
need to deal with them . It's all or nothing and I
think Stephen understands that. He is afraid to
be alone.
He"s not looking at me, more like
around me. I am perpetually amazed at how
Stephen can pretend to be interested in everything but me. He seems more distracted tonight
than usual. He did just have his finals and he
really worried about his discrete structures final.
That could be it, but I doubt it, it's what he"ll say
whether it is or not.
"What's wrong, Steve?" I ask.
"Nothing, I'm just worried about that
damn final, " he tells me.
I consider calling him on it for a moment, but don 't think that it would help: I need
to keep it to the point. I want to help Stephen
with this, so accusing him of lying would not be
the best course to take.
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I'm sure you did fine, " I tell him.
He does not respond, he just looks away
almost like he is ashamed of himself. After a
few moments of darting his eyes about the room
avoiding me, he takes my hand and actual!}' looks
me in the eye. Now is the right time to bring this
all out. He loves me or he does not. black or
white, all or nothing.
"Stephen, we need to talk."
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MOMMA TOLD ME THE TRUTH
BY MATT I E ARWOOD

Momma told me the truth at Wal-Mart
right next to the jewelry counter,
my hands pressed against glass as I stared at the crystals,
thinking ofyears of lies and time lost.
I cried thinking of what we never had,
brown eyes overfilling, reflecting in dirty glass
smudged with fingerprints from children like me,
but I wasn 't a child, not anymore.
Now momma was married to a man that hit her and
I was no kid, but looking off crystals, reflecting memories,
I didn't miss my childhood
but I did miss the lie.

n
0

I asked, 'What do you think?"
He responded.
lot! " Then he lit
his smoke. I too lit mine, and we fell back into
silence.
My mind was clear as my thoughts
turned to wondering: ··How many thousands
of us were out here watching 'the show? What
were the others feeling? Were they like Rose.
nervous to the point of being ill. or calm, in an
almost tranQuil state, as if the night's events
were the norm?" I could see that Kubal and I
were both lost deep in thought as the shells
fell in the distance. It didn't take long for me
to imagine what the men on the receiving end
must be going through.
Somewhere out there in the orange glow
was a guy who didn't wake up to a thunderous sound. but to intense heat and crushing
shock waves. Still others probably never had
the chance to open their sand encrusted eyes.
I kidded myself into hoping that it was Quick
for them , but the nonstop incoming meant that
manymore still struggled through unimaginable
fear and pain to survive. Antithetical to this
musing was the parallel thought, "Give them
hell. .. In just a few hours, I wou ld be driving
through the carnage and waste land, and I didn't
want a single enemy soul to be there to take
revenge.
I. not knowing whether he was speaking to me or just verbalizing a thought. heard
Kubal say. 'The rocket's red glare .... ·· I gave a
nod , and no more was said till dawn.
A faint light grew in the east. As the
sun rose. the bombardment tapered off. Was
their flag still there? Likely not. Unlike those
in Fort McHenry hundreds of years ago. the
dawn 's early light did not shine on the Iraqis
Smoke continued to billow from the horizon
as we loaded into our trucks and headed for
the Iraqi front and an uncertain fate. For me
the experience was amazing; for others, it was
nearly too much. Despite some injuries, all my
company made it home many long months later.

ROCKET'S RED GLARE
BY TAYLOR BURNHAM

Not long ago, when my surroundings were treeless and hostile, I awoke to what
seemed in my half-conscious state, to be a
great. rolling thunder. As the sandy crust separated and my eyes opened, I saw a sight before
me that will remain etched in my mind until
death. The night was cool and clear. There was
no wind, yet the air was not still. An orange
glow in the north silhouetted a layer of dark.
ominous clouds that blanketed the horizon.
Without warning. great flashes of light followed
by rolling thunder emanated from the black
desert behind my position . So it had begun!
The intense artillery barrage that had
kicked off the war lasted all night long, occapunctuated by flights of missiles from
the Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS)
parked nearby. Night turned into day as they
continued their deafening roar overhead. Tracing their path with my now alert eyes, I watched
as the shells and rockets traveled through the
crisp night sky toward the distant glow. Upon
' reaching their target, they burst violently with
white heat. The ground constantly rumbled
from the launches and impact of dealy steel.
Troops quietly scurried to their predesignated positions. Some soldiers manned
trucks, some fox holes, and others, the command vehicles that carried radios. Checking that
everyone was in place and accounted for, my
platoon sergeant calmly made his rounds. Upon
arriving at my trench, he asked me to keep an
eye on Rose, ayoung private. Rose was busy
puking in his fox hole, and someone would have
to watch his lane. As the minutes went by, my
good friend, Kubal, weapon in hand, stealthslid into position next to me. He made no
sound. The only trace of his movement was the
loose sand that followed him in.
We both sat and watched with awe
as the spectacle unfolded before us. Both he
and I, almost simultaneously each pulled out a
cigarette.
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Though I have thought of this time
often. it never struck home what it had truly
meant to me nor how it had changed my point of
view. Then came the Fourth of July the beer. the
barbeQue. and the fireworks . As the celebration
went on into the night. it occurred to me just
what those fireworks really represented: not just
a good time, not even patriotism. but destruction. resistance. and the survival of ayoung nation. To those who have witnessed the "rocket's
red glare" of war. it represents a mix of joy and
sorrow in the same breath.
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forth between moments from his childhood ,
when he practically lived in these woods. chasing after his older (and only brother John until
the moon was well overhead. He could remember being five years old and lurking in the
bushes. scheming kindergarten mischief while
John called his name;
"Paul! Paaaaauuuull? Paul?"
A moment later his brother would be screaming
Paul's name again. a robin's egg running down
his cheek.
"PAUL!!!! "
Then Paul knew to run for his life, even
though he didn't stand a chance against his athletic older brother. It was only a few seconds
before John was wrestling the little one to the
ground and making him scream.
"Aaaaaaaaaagggghhhhhh! Le' me up
John! Le' me up! Grrrrrmph! Uncle! Uncle!
won· do it again! Le' me Up! "
Paul would always get the better of his
brother. though. All he had to do was choke
up some tears and threaten to tell their mother,
then his brother would give him his hoarded
lunch money and walk with him to the little
burger joint down the road for a hot fudge sun dae. John always went for it. Ever since the boy
had been born. John had watched over his little
brother and protected him like he was guarding
the Holy Grail. If another boy or girl dared to
make fun of his brother's lurching walk. limp
right hand. stuttering. or any of his other disabilities. John would leave that poor kid bloody
and crying. This happened daily It eventually
got to the point where kids would use Paul just
to get John baited into something. and it didn't
take much to set John off. But despite his temper. John never once hit Paul. Not in thirteen
years.
As Paul raced through the woods that
night. exhilarated . he felt his brother with him.
The memories came faster now, two at a time.
the sights, sounds. and feelings all blurring
together into one stream that couldn 't keep
up with th e boy as he sprinted through the
trees. A lifetime as something less than human
pulsed through his veins: teachers treating
him like a puppy; sometimes hushed remarks

BLASPHEMY
BY JEREMY ARNOLD
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Shards of stained glass lay at the feet
of the young man as he stood in the aisle.
pissing on the pulpit by the light of the moon .
It was July and the whole church reeked of
gasoline. It put a wild-eyed smile on the teenage burglar's tense. crimson face. In only a few
minutes he'd worked up a sweat that drenched
him from head to toe. a sweat that was no
match for the bile boiling out from within
him . His speech had been reduced to grunts
and curses spat from behind clenched teeth
as his body. cumbersome from cerebral palsy.
overturned everything he could overturn. broke
everything he could break- which in the small
country church amounted to little more than
pews. windows, and the odd decoration. At last
he stood before the altar. shoulders stooped,
chest heaving. With a solemn face he struck a
match watched it burn for a few seconds. and
then dropped it to the floor The flames soon
surrounded him on three sides. leaving him with
a blazing alley to the door.
Gently plucking the crucifix from the
' wall, he cradled the savior in his arms like
a newborn baby. tucking him under his coat
against a shirt stained with year-old blood.
)esus in arm, the thief proceeded through the
names and out the broken down door that
bowed before him . Outside. he paused for a
beat to check his pocket for the umpteenth time
that night. "Still there.·· he thought. 'Thank
God ... Limping away. he could see the flashing
lights in the distance but not y et hear the sirens·
wailing. Indulging himself in a child's grin,
the y oung vandal , not yet old enough to drive,
headed for the woods behind the church .
It had rained earlier that night, and the
fog was wrapped around the darkened world
like a burial shroud. There was something
oddly graceful about the boy's jerky gait as he
scuttled through the underbrush. He felt like
a superhero. had never felt so strong or agile
in his life. He must be moving at 100 mph. he
fantasi zed. His memory ping-ponged back and

.
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from classmates that he didn't always hear but
always understood; girls making disgusted faces
when his name came up; scenes from comic
books and monster movies that made him cry;
beatings and taunts at school, back before his
leg was fi xed, back when his face would get
busted open every day. He felt his brother's
sacrifices and lessons on God mixed with his
mother's tears and the draining emptiness his
father left him on the way out the door. Nights
alone. Prayers. The constant reminders that
neither of the boys was good enough . The time
the kids at school found about lohn and Pete
Westerberg, when his brother was beaten with
baseball bats and had the word "FAG" carved
into his chest with a piece of glass, and all the
police chief ever did was laugh about it with
the other cops. That night a month later. Then
the funeral. Then more prayers. As Paul ran
through the woods he knew he was leaving that
stream of hard lessons trailing in his wake. He
pictured it shining silvery in the moonlight. He
felt wings growing from his back. Somehow he
couldn't believe he'd actually done it tonight,
that this wasn't just a dream again. It was going
too perfectly Even when he reached his destination he was not convinced.
He came to a small open space in
the brush, where he and lohn had set up their
"clubhouse" when they were in grade school.
Everything was still how Paul had left it earlier
that night. The candles, the family copy of the
New Testament (with all but the Gospels and
Psalms ripped out), the bottle of wine he'd
stolen from his grandmother's closet, and the
paper bag. But what about the letter? Seized
by the thought he'd lost it in his escape, Paul
checked his pocket again . He panicked when
he couldn't feel it. He searched frantically rain ,
sweat, and tears pouring down his brow and
cheek. Finally he found it, tucked away in a fold
against his thigh .
'Thank you , Lord ," he said with a sigh
of relief, his gaze skyward.
Relaxing. he wiped the sweat and
rain from his brow and took a sip of wine. He
nearly choked on the taste, but he kept a stone
face. He kept it in his mouth to taste for seven

seconds. Then he forced it down. He did this
three times in succession. Propping lesus up
against a tree, he went about placing each of
the three candles in a triangle around himself
and the cross, forcing down a sip of wine as
he laid each, then another as he lit each with a
different match. He reached into the bag and
pulled out a bottle of linseed oil , which rested
against his brother's copy of The Last Temptation of Christ. He took off his shirt, which had
been white but was now mostly brown with old
blood. With three more sips of wine (growing
smaller each time) , he went to polishing the
old relic, delicately removing decades-old dirt
and grime. In a few minutes the wooden savior
was smooth to the touch and shone like brand
new, save for a few scratches he'd acQuired over
the years. With three more sips of wine, and
a turning stomach, Paul again placed the cross
against the tree within the three candles. He
closed his eyes and took three measured paces
back. He dropped to his knees. Bowing his
head and clasping his hands together, he began
to recite what he knew were the most important
words of his life.
"Oh Lord ... I ... I hope I've done whatch
you wan 'ed me to do ... " said the boy with his
lisp and stutter, gagging out the last of those
words. Then with resolve: "I know I've done
whatch you wan 'ed me to dol" He took a deep
breath, frantically sifting through his mind for
what came next. He found nothing. With the
desperation of someone who falls off a bridge
and grabs at air, Paul took out the creased page
from his pocket: the prayer he'd been revising
for the last nine months.
With steely determination, he continued;
"Glory unto thee for delivering ... for
deliveringyour righteous vengeance through
me. The blasphemers have been shown the error of their ways , and I thank you for letting us
be the vessels for .. . for y our righteousness."
Those words rang empty He choked back tears
but continued .
"I know lohn- 1 know lohn sa- 1know
he saw ... "
With horror Paul realized his words
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weren't good enough now. This was the most
important thing he would ever say and after
nine months of preparation he was lost. He
couldn't possibly finish his pompous and naive
speech. but silence would not do. A storm was
rolling up within him as powerful as the wrath
of God. He had to say something now. He
didn't know what but he had to say something
or he would explode.
'Them monsters! " he forced out.
'They ... they killed 'im!" You know that!" He
could still feel himself pulling his brother's
body out of the bathtub, his wrists slashed, the
water turned red with blood . It had stained
Paul's brand new white shirt. He could still
remember all the tears he and his mother shed.
The old gospel music his grandmother arranged
to have played at the funeral echoed through
the boy now.
"And then at the fun'ral ... that son of a
bitch Rev·rend Anderson ... getting· up there ...
not even talking about him ... barely looking
at 'iml At his own fun'ral!" Paul clenched his
fists. Even his right hand balled up. He took a
deep breath as tears slipped through .
'Then he goes in there on the next
Sunday and talks about 'the wages of sin' and
·sodomy' and how it was all a punishment and
John's burnin' in hell now! That. .. that SON
OF A BITCH!!!! " Paul broke out into a flood
of tears. He pounded his fists on the ground.
There was a long stillness while his body shook.
"All our lives they made us miserable.
Spread rumors about mom ... beat me up. And
when they found out about John and Pete and
they got 'em behind the school and nobody did
a damn thing to Jamie Anderson because of his
dad ... then they al I turned on us." He tried to
speak but his mouth couldn't form the anger
into words.
"And then they claim to speak for
you .. .claim you hated Johnand everybody like
him ... claim to know you ... " He took a breath.
"I know it's wrong but no matter how hard I
fight it I still wish you would kill ·em all! I wish
you'd burn ·em all in hell and let me and john
and Pete and mom watch it and laugh and piss
on ·em. I want to watch them scream and suffer

while I stand up in heaven laughing and pissing
down in their eyes while they're all burning in
hell for what they did to us!!! "
Another stillness. He sobbed into
his hands and shirt. His brother's blood came
loose and stained his face. He let out a scream
that ripped through the fog like a frightened
bear. With that. his anger was exhausted. All
that was left was grief.
"I know I should forgive ·em... Lord
I know ... I know that's whatchyou would've
done. I wish I could be like you .. . Johnwas like
you. I know he's up there with you now." He
swallowed some more of the phlegm and water
that drained from his sinuses and strangled his
speech.
"He knew whatch you know ... what they
don't know ... He knew you. He knew they
didn 't understand you, knew they didn't want to.
He knew you didn't want people to hate each
other and claim it was about love. He knew
that you couldn't have just come back from the
grave. He knew that would have made you a liar
and a fake just like all of them . He knew that
you had to die for us. had to show people that
they could never beat you, not with anything.
You knew that dyin' was the only way and death
is forever. John knew that too. "
Paul was coming down from the
adrenaline rush . Every muscle Quivered and the
tears flowed . His heart raced and his breathing
was fast and irregular. He paused to catch his
breath.
"He was my only brother. Lord . He
was my only friend . I ... I miss him . I hope he's
not mad at me for doing this. I hope I did the
right thing by you two ... I thought I did ... but
now ... now 1. .. 1don't know." More tears came.
For a second Pau l saw himself as a tragic hero
in a big Hollywood movie. That thought made
him disgusted and guilty
"Lord ... don't know what to do now.
I've been living for this for so long ... where do
I go?"
Paul waited silently for an answer. head bowed .
'Where do I go from here, Lord?
What's your plan for me?"
He opened his eyes and looked up at the cru30

cifix. The wooden savior looked back sympathetic. but silent.
"Please Lord, give me a sign. Just
show me the

way

like you showed me the

way

here. Please Lord, I'm beggingyou."
There was a long silence. No sign came .
Paul sighed. "OK Lord. OK."
Paul 's face sank. All the blood and
energy drained from him as he picked himself
up out of the mud and leaves. He could see the
future now. He saw the police coming for him
at home, taking him away in handcuffs. He saw
his trial and heard the judge declare Guilty
with a thump of the gavel. He saw prison. He
saw what was left of his mother completely
destroyed . In this moment he knew that he was
not yet a man.
Paul sighed again and looked one last
time at the crucifix . He looked at the leaves
and dirt at his feet, at the mud on his knees ,
and at the candlelit woods. Then he noticed
that Jesus·s gaze wasn't directly focused on him,
as he'd thought. He turned to follow its path .
It led to some

day

lilies glowing in the light of

a candle. Jesus was staring into them. Paul
followed his savior's example and had a neeting
vision of his brother's funeral. Paul lifted his
head up. He knew what he had to do.
'Thankyou Lord . Thankyou so much."
With that, he took another three sips
of wine and dropped back to his knees . He dug
at the earth with his hands, every last drop of
his soul focused on the task. He went into a
trance . He saw only the earth . He felt only the
earth and the cool predawn air. The dirt and
roots ripped under his fingernails and bruised
the fingertips . His hands tore and bled into
the brown topsoil and the red

clay underneath.

He kept digging .. . digging ... . digging.
just as the sun was rising, he had it deep
enough . By the light of dawn and the waning
candles. he picked up the cross and took off his
shirt. Paul swaddled the savior in his blood stained relic and finally laid Jesus into his grave.
Covering Jesus Christ with the bloody earth.
Paul's

eyes welled

up with tears . 'Thank you,"

he cooed , 'Thank you ."
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FEATHERS
BY SUSAN MONSON
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In a morning with sapphire sharp skies
I piloted my blue beast of burden
expertly among the curves of a winding canyon.
apexing and accelerating as necessary.
presently when accelerating away from an apex
a blue bird met my windshield in a fatal eQuation.
Continuing to accelerate. I watched in the rearview
as the lifeless body twisted and fluttered
finally landing on the burning pavement expanse.
And I left that beauty to the other predators
with gnashing teeth and four wheels.
I left that feathered wish to broil and fester
on the yellow lines that are dotted sometimes.
Those earthly remains that had flown and foraged.
The dream that had led a life of careless beauty
I drove away from that angel
to conclude a final chapter
grotesQue and unfittingwith only the stoic ribbon of concrete
to cry upon .
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TEA FOR Two
ANGELIQUE LYNCH
BRONZE SCULPTURE
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with this tradition. and grunt that he needed a
pedicure. I wou ld take off his cleats. which were
like hot ovens baking his toes. and I would peel
off the layer of sock skin to look at the mess
that was his feet. They were biscuit dough in
color with the texture of an iguana·s underbelly
Yellow calluses outlined the fleshy parts of his
feet: the same pus yellow that painted his jagged toe-nails. Luckily the brownie colored hair
patches covered up some of these imperfections.
These imperfections were beautiful to
me. a want to be foot doctor. He was my guinea
pig for trying out new foot treatments. I would
happily pull out my walnut shell scrub. peppermint lotion. and my worn leather case that
housed my chilly instruments. like my toe-nail
clippers and callus grinder. I even painted his
toe-nails with a healthy pink coating used for
French manicures. but I am not supposed to
tell anyone that. His toes were naturally that
healthy looking. He never told me thank you.
I learned a lot about my brother during these
sessions. His favorite color was blue. He liked
movies set back in the middles ages that are full
of action and adventure. He did not like cheerleaders because he thought they were shallow.
He actually knew where to find the library. He
even knew how to read those weird parchments
encased in thick binding called books. which
his teachers kept saying that he needed look
at. My brother and I did not talk to each other
often . The only thing we had in common was
that we shared the same genes. These pedicures
gave us a reason to get to know each other. I
never knew we conversed with the same people.
This summer. he went off to boot
camp. He came back a changed person. His new
favorite color is army green . He spends his time
running or playing video games where he can
apply his new skills. The socks smell like fresh
spring laundry detergent now. He does not go
play soccer anymore. The socks lay on the floor
waiting for him to put them on again . They are
like a puppy waiting for its busy master to go
play with him. but he will not because he is too
busy with some new. exciting trinket. I

SOCKS
BY ASHLEY THOMAS

My mother decided to have ayard sale.
Like an army commander. she marched into
each room with an empty box and a black. synthetic trash bag. She left the trash bag on the
floor, like a dead enemy soldier. and pressed
on in her mission . I was curious to see what
she had judged as trash in my brother's room.
I became a thief. I strategically dodged her on
her blind side and scurried down the hall. My
experienced fingers easily unfastened the plastic
knot. Once open . I plunged my hand into the
dark mass and pulled out a red honey glob that
smelled like it might have once been an unfused cluster of multi -colored gummie bears.
", A Barbie doll 's head. which looked like it was
a desperate search of women·s Rogaine. was
forever suspended in the middle of this honey
hp. Sifting through old love letters with
rts and bubbly handwriting. fighting back
1
1mold spores
themselves at me from
1
pizza mother ships. and wondering which
plastic accessories went with which lost toy. 1
. ; stumbled upon an old pair of socks that I could
,
not part with.
•,
They were a retired pair of soccer
ks . Their yarn threading was licorice black
•
with cinnamon red bumble-bee stripes. The
soft. thick muffing on the feet had long been
matted and worn thin . Their inner cotton guts
till held skin shreds and dried sweat. In
one sock. there was an ovular hole where the
sole had melted away after the wearer had
walked in them on hot asphalt. The pungent
aroma of corn chips and cranberry sauce wavered into my nostrils. the distinct smells of an
athlete's foot and fungus.
Fungus used to grow in between my
brother's toes. I know because I would give him
pedicures after he came home from Sunday
afternoon soccer games. He would come in
with mud bruises all over his body and smelling of grass essence. He wou ld put his warm.
ripe feet on top of what ever science book I was
enthralled in. we ruined a lot of library books

}
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can empathize with the socks. We once had a
use to my brother, and now we lay anxiously
on the floor, but he does not notice us. He
is enthralled in the newest, science-fiction
video game. He knows that we lay there but he
pretends not to notice. No, these socks will not
just be thrown away. I refuse to be stuffed in a
black mass of forgotten , stored memories and
thrown out with the trash .
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How Do I MEASURE UP?
ALETA CHANDLER
HAMMERED COPPER WITH PIGMENTS

A COLLECTIBLE'S JOURNEY TO MY CLOTHES
HAMPER
BY LAURA CROSS

a silvered glass acrobat
swings my shelves
(levels of my shelves)
a plop!
a silvered glass acrobat
who stalks my sock
a white, ribbed one
that covers my
leg hair
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LILIES
KRISTIN RIDDLE
HAMMERED COPPER WITH CORIAN
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A HOME INSTEAD
BY JONATHAN SNELLINGS

I was standing ankle-deep in the freshcut grass when I heard my mother's muffled
voice through the window screen: "We're
moving tomorrow." I had been standing in the
backyard for close to an hour, watching the
men mow the field and trying my best not to irk
the yellow jackets that glided busily above the
earth. A combination of the smothering July
humidiry and the droning of the giant tractors
had lulled me into a state of half-consciousness,
but those words, words I'd been waiting to hear
for over two years. brought me back to realiry.
I glanced over my shoulder toward the
kitchen window, and then down at my feet, at
the once defiant blades of grass that now lay
at my heels like the bodies of slain soldiers.
Mama was moving around in the kitchen, opening and closing cabinet doors. turning on the
faucet. How would her voice have been so indifferent? Those same words that passed from
her lips with no more excitement than when she
would tell me dinner was ready made my heart
beat so wildly that I thought I would have to go
sit under the shade of the poplar for a moment.
No longer would we have to live the same life;
at least. not in the same place.
I had often dreamed-both at night
and during the day-about endless staircases,
carpeted floors. cool air, my own bed. Mama
and I shared a bed during those first few years
for two reasons. One, well. because a single
bed was all we had, and that was given to us.
I could have slept on the couch in the living
room, but it was low enough for the rats to
reach me. This was the second reason. We
realized this one day while I was sitting on the
couch eating a mayonnaise sandwich. Before
this, I had only heard Mama talk about them,
and of course I'd seen the traps she had set
in every possible crevice of the apartment. I
figured they must have smelled the food and
decided to come out of their hiding places.
When I saw them trying to climb up the side of
the couch, I screamed and Mama ran in from

the kitchen and swatted at them with a broom.
She cried . She was 21.
But none of that mattered anymore,
because we were moving on and leaving evbehind us. The cramped apartment.
the second-hand furniture, the small black and
white TV set that had only three channels. The
wobbly kitchen table where we sat in plastic
lawn chairs and ate hamburgers on regular
white bread. All that was gone, and now my
dreams were in front of me. within the realm of
possibi Iiry.
lmmediate!Y, I rounded up the kids in
the neighborhood so I could share the news. I
told them of my plans. how I was going to slide
down the banister every morning and land at
the breakfast table, where I would eat stacks of
pancakes with syrup coming down the sides like
waterfalls. How I would have my very own room
flooded with toys and books. They didn't seem
to care so much about the "books" part, but
they just couldn't understand. They all pelted
me with curious Questions. Is there a creek?
Where will you build a fort? Who will mow
your grass? Is it too far to visit?
That night my sleep brought me a
different dream. I saw myself sitting on the
bank o~ a nearly-dried up stream, alone, tossing
stones into the few remaining ounces of water.
my body jolted awake, my right arm hitting
Mama's backside. "Sleep. baby. Sleep," she
whispered.
In the morning I sat on the front porch,
fighting the tears. Mama came outside, asked
me what was the matter.
"Nothing," I lied. 'Where's the moving
truck?"
She looked at me, confused. "Moving
truck? Honey. we're gonna carry it ourselves. "
Seeing my look of utter perplexiry. she
pulled me up by the arm. "Come here," she
said and led me through the living room, into
the kitchen , the cold hard floor beneath our
feet. She pointed across the field and said,
'There." I could see it, first only silhouetted
against the sunlight, but then I put my hand
over my eyes and it came into focus . It was an
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apartment much like our own, in all its simplicwith the same dull gray paint and the cracks
in the walls which spread like black lightning. It
seemed bigger than ours, but obviously not big
enough for a staircase. Still I pressed my hands
against the window glass. sQuinted against the
morning sun. and smiled.
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